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Abstract. In the current work, we explore the enrichment in the machine 
translation output when the training parallel corpus is augmented with the 
introduction of sentiment analysis. The paper discusses the preparation of the 
same sentiment tagged English-Bengali parallel corpus. The preparation of raw 
parallel corpus, sentiment analysis of the sentences and the training of a Character 
Based Neural Machine Translation model using the same has been discussed 
extensively in this paper. The output of the translation model has been compared 
with a base-line translation model using automated metrics such as BLEU and 
TER as well as manually. 
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1 Introduction 
Machine Translation (MT) is the translation of one language to another with the help 
of computer software. MT is a difficult task and involves a thorough understanding of 
the source as well as the target text [8].  
 
To train a good MT model, a large and good quality Parallel Corpus is required [13], 
where a parallel corpus is a collection of bilingual translated texts 14]. In simple words, 
if two languages are involved: the source monolingual text is an exact translation of the 
target monolingual text. Unfortunately, these resources are often scarce, limited in size, 
and have limited language coverage.  
 
Since, MT is phenomena by which, in semantic level, machine translates one language 
to another, the translation quality takes a hit as state-of-art approaches don’t dwell into 
the pragmatic level when translating. Our idea was that of introducing pragmatic fea-
tures into MT, such that it improves the quality of translation.  
 
Sentiments express the attitude and emotional condition of the speaker. So, it plays a 
major role in MT [10]. Since, a parallel corpus has a major impact on Statistical Ma-
chine Translation (SMT) and Neural Machine Translation (NMT), the performance of 
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MT can be increased if sentiment, by any means, can be added to the parallel corpus. 
For this, we have prepared a sentiment tagged parallel corpus for English-Bengali lan-
guage pair. Furthermore, we compare the effectiveness of this corpus with a character 
based NMT model trained using a non-sentiment tagged parallel corpus, using metrics 
such as BLEU [11] and Translation Error Rate (TER) [16] and manual evaluation. 
 
Also, it has been established that MT systems work better when trained using simple 
sentences only [9]. In that event, we wanted to check whether this holds true for senti-
ment enriched simple sentences as well. Consequently, we prepared two additional sen-
timent tagged parallel corpora; one comprising of only simple sentences and another, 
consisting of "Other" (complex and compound) sentences. 
 
The paper has been organized as follows. Section 2 describes a brief survey about the 
work done in this domain so far. Section 3 describes the methodology of text simplifi-
cation, preparation of the sentiment tagged parallel corpus and training a character 
based NMT model with the same. Section 4 will discuss the results and will show the 
comparison of the created model with the baseline models. This will be followed by the 
Conclusion and Future Scope in Section 5. 
2 Related Work 
Various works have already been done on text simplification, sentiment analysis and 
generation of parallel corpora. Petersen et. al. [12] worked on text simplification for 
language learners. Simplified texts are commonly used by teachers and students in bi-
lingual education and other language-learning contexts.  
 
Claire Cardie et. al. [3] found out that finding simple, non-recursive, base noun phrases 
are an important subtask in many Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications. 
Kerstin Denecke [6] introduced a methodology for determining the polarity of text 
within a multilingual framework. The method leveraged on lexical resources for senti-
ment analysis available in English SentiWordNet1 
 
Aurangzeb Khan et. al. [7] proposed the rule-based domain-independent sentiment 
analysis method. The proposed method classified subjective and objective sentences 
from reviews and blog comments. Federico Zanettin [20] worked on how small bilin-
gual corpora of either general or specialized language can be used to devise a variety 
of structured and self-centered classroom activities whose aim was to enhance the un-
derstanding of the source language text and the ability to produce fluent target language 
texts. 
 
Colin Bannard et. al. [2] worked on Using alignment techniques from phrase-based 




identified using a phrase in another language as a pivot. Daniel Varga et. al. [18] worked 
on a general methodology for rapidly collecting, building, and aligning parallel corpora 
for medium density languages, illustrating their main points on the case of Hungarian, 
Romanian, and Slovenian. 
 
Philip Resnik et. al. [15] worked on using the STRAND [14, 13] system for mining 
parallel text on the WorldWideWeb (WWW). Stefano Baccianella et. al. [1] worked on 
presenting SENTIWORDNET 3.0, a lexical resource explicitly devised for supporting 
sentiment classification and opinion mining applications.  
 
Santanu Pal et. al. [10] worked on how sentiment analysis can improve the translation 
quality by incorporating the roles of sentiment holders, sentiment expressions and their 
corresponding objects and relations. 
 
No work has been done so far, with respect to the creation of a sentiment tagged parallel 
corpus. On top of that, creating the same corpus with sentences of various complexities, 
have not been explored as well. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Steps for preparation of the sentiment tagged parallel corpus. 
3 Methodology 
Our method involves the collection of English sentences initially and translating them 
into its corresponding Bengali counterpart to create a parallel corpus. For the additional 
resource involving simple sentences, the English data was shallow parsed to get the 
phrase structures. Using these, structure, the sentences were divided into simple and 
other sentences. Later, sentiment annotation for both the English and Bengali sentences 
were done, using various lexicons and this led to the preparation of the sentiment tagged 
parallel corpus. This method is shown in Figure 1. All the steps are discussed in details 
in the following subsections. 
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3.1 Collection of English sentences 
We had an English-Bengali parallel corpus from Technology Development for Indian 
Languages Programme (TDIL)2, which consisted of 49,999 parallel sentence pairs. In 
addition to this, we collected 57,985 English sentences from the resource of Machine 
Translation in Indian Languages (MTIL) shared task3, organized by Amrita University 
and the statistics are shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Statistics of collected English sentences. 
Source Data Size 
Amrita University 57,985 
TDIL 49,999 
Total 1,07,984 
3.2 Translation using Google Translate API 
The extracted English sentences, apart from the one provided by TDIL, were translated 
into Bengali using the Google Translate API4 for Python. Then the English sentences 
and their Bengali translations were merged to obtain an additional parallel corpus. Asa 
result, the total number of English-Bengali parallel sentence pairs extracted for this 
experiment was 1,07,984. This corpus has been termed as “General Corpus” for the rest 
of the paper. 
3.3 Shallow Parsing 
Apart from the preparation of the sentiment tagged parallel corpus, we also wanted to 
partition the prepared corpus into I. simple sentences only and II. Other (Complex and 
Compound) sentences only. This is due to the fact that MT systems work better when 
trained using simple sentences. So, we decided to create parallel corpora, pertaining to 
different complexities, enriched with sentiment features as well.  
 
To accomplish the classification, shallow parsing was used. Shallow Parsing is an anal-
ysis of a sentence in which constituent parts of sentences (nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc.) 
are identified and then higher order units that have discrete grammatical meanings 
(noun groups or phrases, verb groups, etc.) are linked. We have used Stanford Parser5 
in conjunction with Natural Language Toolkit6 (NLTK) for performing shallow parsing 
on the English sentences. We avoided shallow parsing the Bengali sentences as no 








in Table 2. Hereafter, clause identification of the English sentences was done as dis-
cussed in Section 3.4. 
 
Table 2. Statistics of collected English sentences. 
Sentence before Parsing 
Initially, it ran on 6 routes which joined most of Delhi’s parts. 
Sentence after Parsing 
S (ADVP (RB initially)) (, ,) (NP (PRP it)) (VP (VBD ran) (PP (IN on)(NP (NP (CD 6) (NNS 
routes)) (SBAR (WHNP (WDT which)) (S (VP (VBDjoined) (NP (NP (JJS most)) (PP (IN 
of) (NP (NP (NNP Delhi) (POS ’s))(NNS parts)))))))))) (. .)) 
 
3.4 Clause Identification 
Identification of Simple Sentences  
A simple sentence is defined as a sentence which contains only one independent clause 
and has no dependent clauses. Generally, when-ever two or more clauses are joined by 
conjunctions (coordinating and subordinating), it becomes a complex or a compound 
sentence accordingly. So, to get a hold on handling the conjunctions, we used the Stan-
ford parser to shallow parse the English sentences into phrases. (viz.NP (Noun Phrase), 
VP (Verb Phrase), PP (Preposition Phrase), ADJP (Adjective Phrase) and ADVP (Ad-
verb Phrase)). 
 
Fig. 2. Extraction of phrase chunks. 
We noticed that simple sentences have a unique phrase structure that consists of com-
binations of NP, VP, and PP as shown in Figure 2. In conjunction with this theory, we 
applied a rule-based approach to extract simple sentences from the English corpus. We 
subjected 3,046 simple sentences to shallow parsing and extracted the unique phrase 
structures. This constituted the rules by which we further mined for simple sentences 
from the English corpus. We extracted 205 unique rules, the surface forms of which, 
along with their confidence score, are shown in Table 3. Confidence Score was calcu-
lated as a fraction of the total number of sentences identified using a specific rule, by 





We tested our system on 2,876 sentences (1,438 simple sentences and 1438 com-
plex/compound sentences) and got an accuracy of 89.22%. Table 4 shows the confusion 
matrix for the same. We used this system to extract 16,654 simple sentences from the 




Identification of Other sentences 
Complex 
POS tags assigned to every token in the shallow parsed output, were used to identify 
the complex sentences. Rules followed for extracting complex sentences are as follows, 
where SBAR tags denotes a subordinating conjunction. 
 
• If a line in a shallow parsed file contains SBAR tag in between two sentences 
then we can say that the sentence is a complex sentence. 
• If a line in a chunked file contains SBAR in starting of the sentence and ‘,’ in 
middle of the sentence then the sentence is considered as a complex sentence.  
 
An example of a phrase structure of a complex sentence is shown in Figure 3. Using 





Similarly, we identified rules for extracting compound sentences as well. If the shallow 
parsed sentence has a CC (coordinating conjunction) tag followed by S (starting of a 
sentence) tag, then the sentence is a compound sentence. Symbolically we can define 
the rule as follows. 
 
SStart ... Other POS ... CCPOS          SStart ... Other POS 
 





Using these rules, we were able to extract 43,703 complex sentences from the general 
corpus. The number of simple, complex and compound sentences extracted with the 
help of Section 3.4 are shown in Table 5. Our system could not tag 8,559 sentences into 
any category. It is to be noted that, our hypothesis considers that the Bengali sentences 
have the same complexity, like that of its English counterpart. 
 
 
3.5 Sentiment Annotation 
Sentiment Analysis (SA) refers to the use of NLP to systematically identify, extract, 
quantify, and study affective states and subjective information. In this work, we have 
tried to use sentiment annotation in parallel corpus to help increase the performance of 
MT. This was done by tagging the English words in a sentence Se and Bengali words 
in a sentence Sb, with their sentiments, by using SentiWordNets of the respective lan-
guages. Here, Se and Sb are parallel sentences in the general corpus. This process cre-
ated sentiment tagged English and Bengali sentences Sste and Sstb respectively. Conse-
quently, these sentences were termed parallel, if these satisfied certain rules, that has 
been described in Section 3.5. Also, sentiment tagging of the English and Bengali words 
has been described in Section 3.5. This experiment was done to study whether enriching 
parallel corpus with sentiment features enhance the performance of MT or not. Also, 
since these types of corpora are hard to find, creating one will aid in future research. 
 
Word Level Sentiment Tagging  
SentiWordNet of positive and negative words for English7 and Bengali8 were applied 
to the English and Bengali files separately. We also used additional lexicons like 
AFINN-969, AFINN-11110, Taboada Grieve 2004-SO [17] and Vender Sentiment, for 
English. This step was repeated for the general corpus, Simple sentence corpus, and the 
“Other” (Complex, Compound) sentences. It is to be noted that positive sentiment and 
negative sentiment were annotated as POS and NEG respectively. The neutral senti-
ments were not annotated. A snippet of the result of this step is shown in Table 6. The 
result of this step is the generation of sentiment tagged English and Bengali sentences, 









Sentiment Tagged Parallel Corpus 
Sentiment tagged English and Bengali sentences, Sste and Sstb were considered parallel 
if they satisfied the following rules. 
 
R1. If the English sentence Sste is having one or more POS tag and its correspond-
ing Bengali sentence Sstb is also having one or more POS tag, they are consid-
ered as parallel. 
R2. If the English sentence Sste is having one or more NEG tag and its correspond-
ing Bengali sentence Sstb is also having one or more NEG tag, they are con-
sidered as parallel. 
R3. If the English sentence Sste is having one or more POS and NEG tag and its 
corresponding Bengali sentence Sstb is also having one or more POS and NEG 
tag, they are considered as parallel. 
R4. If the English sentence Sste is having one or more POS and NEG tag and its 
corresponding Bengali sentence Sstb is also having one or more POS tag, and 
vice versa, they are considered as parallel. 
R5. If the English sentence Sste is having one or more POS and NEG tag and its 
corresponding Bengali sentence Sstb is also having one or more NEG tag, and 
vice versa, they are considered as parallel. 
 
It is to be noted that, sentences with no POS and NEG tags were not considered as it 
did not solve the purpose of enriching the sentiment tagged parallel corpus. These steps 
were followed for the general, simple sentence and the “Other” sentence corpus. The 










3.6 Character based Neural Machine Translation 
The Neural Machine Translation model (sequence to sequence model) is a relatively 
new idea for sequence learning using neural networks. It has gained quite some popu-
larity since it achieved state of the art results in machine translation task. Essentially, 
the model takes as input a sequence 
 
X= {x1, x2, … , xn} 
 
and tries to generate the target sequence as output 
 
Y= {y1, y2, … , yn}, 
 
where xi and yi are the input and target symbols respectively. The architecture of 
seq2seq model comprises of two parts, the encoder and decoder. Since we wanted to 
test our model at character level, the inputs to the encoder and decoder were characters 
of the source and target sentences. We implemented both the models using the Keras 
[4] library. Character level NMT (CNMT) performs better than Word Level NMT due 
to the following reasons 
 
• It does not suffer from out-of-vocabulary issues 
• It is able to model different, rare morphological variants of a word 
• It does not require segmentation [5]. 
 
Generally, CNMT works best when majority of alphabets, in the source and target lan-
guage, overlap i.e., both the languages share a common or similar script. Still, we tried 
to find out its performance on the simple sentence and whole corpus, though in our case 
Devanagari script and Roman script utilizes completely different alphabets. The model 
has two parts (encoder and decoder) as discussed below. 
 
Encoder For building the encoder we used an embedding layer and two Long Short 
Term Memory (LSTM) layers. An embedding layer turns positive integers into dense 
vectors of fixed size. One hot tensors of the English sentences (embeddings at character 
level) were fed to the input layer. Thereafter, the embedding layer converted these into 
dense vectors. From the encoder, the internal states of each cell were preserved and the 
outputs were discarded. The purpose of this is to preserve the information at context 
level. These states were then passed on to the decoder cell as initial states.  
 
Decoder For building the decoder, again an LSTM layer was used with initial states as 
the hidden states from encoder. It was then fed to another LSTM layer. It was designed 
to return both sequences and states. Here, the concept of teacher forcing [19] was used. 
The input to the decoder was one hot tensor (embeddings at character level) of Bengali 
sentences while the target data was identical, but with an offset of one time-step ahead. 
This was fed to an embedding layer and then to a LSTM layer. The information for 
generation is gathered from the initial states passed on by the encoder. Thus, the de-
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coder learns to generate target data [t+1, ...] given targets [..., t] conditioned on the input 
sequence. It essentially predicts the output sequence, one character per output time step. 
For training the model, various sets of English and Bengali sentences were fed to the 
CNMT model. These sets will be discussed in Section 4. The batch size was set to64, 
number of epochs was set to 100, activation function was softmax, optimizer chosen 
was rmsprop and loss function used was categorical cross-entropy. Learning rate was 




Three sets of experiments were performed with the prepared data. They are listed be-
low. 
• Comparison between the general corpus of size 1,07,984 and sentiment tagged 
general corpus of size 70,357, sentence pairs. 
• Comparison between non-sentiment tagged simple sentence corpus of size 
16,654and sentiment tagged simple sentence corpus of size 6,700, sentence 
pairs. 
• Comparison between non-sentiment tagged other sentence corpus of size 
82,771and sentiment tagged other sentence corpus of size 63,619, sentence 
pairs. 
CNMT model was trained using the aforementioned data and automated and manual 
evaluation of the same is shown in Section 4.1. 
4.1 Evaluation 
To create the CNMT models, that would be used to test the effectiveness of the created 
sentiment tagged parallel corpus on MT, we have used a non-sentiment tagged parallel 
corpus as well as the sentiment tagged parallel corpus (General, Simple and Other). All 
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the created models were tested using 200 sentences. The comparison between all the 
models, with respect to automated evaluation, is shown in Table 8.  
 
Translation quality was judged by a linguist with Bengali as his mother tongue. The 
evaluation criteria were Adequacy and Fluency. Adequacy means how much of the 
meaning expressed in the target translation. Fluency means to what extent the transla-
tion is well-formed grammatically, contains correct spellings and intuitively acceptable 
and can be sensibly interpreted by a native speaker. The linguist was asked to rate the 
translation in the range of 1-5, where ’1’ is the lowest and ’5’ is the highest. The manual 
evaluation measures for the CNMT model, when trained using various datasets, is given 
in Table 9. 
 
 
5 Conclusion and Future Scope 
In this paper, we have discussed the procedure we followed to build a sentiment tagged 
parallel corpus. Additionally, we have separately created two resources viz., a senti-
ment tagged parallel corpus with only simple sentences and another one with  
“Other” sentences. We can clearly see from the automated and manual evaluation that 
an NMT model when trained using a sentiment tagged corpus, perform slightly better 
in both BLEU, and TER, when compared to the baseline system trained using non-
sentiment tagged parallel corpus. We can also see from the manual evaluation that flu-
ency improves moderately with the sentiment tagged corpus. Therefore, we can safely 
say, sentiment does play a role in improving MT output quality.  
 
As a future work, we would like to experiment the same for SMT and Word level NMT. 
Moreover, since the tagging of sentiments has been done on a word level, using Senti-
WordNets, we would like to find the sentiment of the entire sentence using a sentiment 
analysis system and representing the sentiment in the encoder representation. Also, we 
would like to check whether enriching parallel corpus with sentiment features leads to 
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propagation of sentiment through the MT pipeline. If yes, this would greatly reduce 
post editing efforts as well. 
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